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1. An Introduction to our Federation Forest Schools
What is the Forest Schools Approach?
This approach came from a passion for nature that the Scandinavians call ‘friluftsliv’ (pronounced free-loofts-liv). The expression literally
translates as ‘open-air living’, and is seen as a way of life in Scandinavia where Forest School began. It arrived in the UK in 1993 and has grown
from strength to strength since then. Activities are child initiated, allowing the children to explore the outdoors and make choices about their
own learning. The practitioner’s role is to observe and support the natural curiosity children have for the world around them, enabling the
children to decide what they are interested in and what they want to do. The benefits are many and will include the opportunity for children
to:
















develop their personal and social skills
develop their language and communication skills
develop practical skills and improve physical motor skills
work through practical problems and challenges
use tools to create, build or manage
pursue knowledge that interests them
build confidence in decision making
evaluate risk
explore connections between humans, wildlife and the earth
reflect on learning and experiences
regularly experience achievement and success which will lead to motivation
learn how to manage failures
discover how they learn best
improve their concentration skills
understand the benefits of a balanced and healthy lifestyle
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Equal Opportunities

Every individual will be given the same opportunities during sessions, so that all are able to access activities with the support and guidance
they need to be able to achieve and succeed.

2. How does the Forest Schools approach fit within our Federation Vision and Values?
'Our vision is to work in partnership with families to unlock the potential of every individual. Together, we nurture a self-belief and a lifelong
passion for learning.'
Forest Schools will offer the opportunity for children to excel in different ways to traditional academics. Skills such as team-work, negotiation
and problem solving will be learnt alongside the practical skills of using tools and a deeper understanding of the outdoors…all valuable in
adulthood.
Children will be able to develop skills during sessions by following the Federation Values of Respect, Independence, Bravery, Determination,
Working Together and Kindness.
Respect – for the environment and wildlife, the use of tools and fire, as well as respect for one another
Independence – opportunities for leading own learning and developing lines of inquiry
Bravery – safe and controlled risk taking by using tools and fire
Determination – persevering with challenging activities in all weathers
Working Together – activities that promote a team focus and collaborative thinking
Kindness – being kind to insects and plants, and each other

3. Links to other aspects of learning
How does Forest Schools fit with other aspects of outdoor learning?
Over time, the Federation’s aim is that our Forest Schools approach will grow and develop to complement our Federation ethos of Excellence –
Enjoyment - Enrichment- Equality. The learning opportunities for our children will become broader and include:
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Curriculum Based Outdoor Learning
Utilising the outdoors to deliver content in an exciting and engaging way, whilst also enabling child-led exploration. An example of this would
be an outdoor Maths Mastery session that includes collecting and sorting leaves using different criteria, or a link to history, such as our Y3&Y4
topic ‘Invasion!’ where the Vikings are brought to life in the woodland.

Environmental Education and Ecology
Deepening and engaging children’s interest in the natural world is important as we face challenges for nature in the future. Teaching about the
natural world by planning and leading activities such as nature walks, species identification, bird watching and taking surveys of fauna.
Developing an understanding of sustainability, i.e. not picking flowers, using wood from the trees without wasting it. This will link in to our
topics such as our Y5&Y6 ‘Is there a Solution to Pollution?’
Whole school initiatives will become a focus, such as using compost bins, recycling plastic to make bird feeders, plant pots or
growing/maintaining a kitchen garden.
Making our Science Curriculum Tangible
Forest Schools will give a greater depth of understanding by giving children a respect for natural sciences. Children will experience first-hand
changes to the natural environment during the seasons. For example: developing observational and investigative skills such as watching
minibeasts within their environments, growing and studying plants in our Y1&Y2 ‘Growing’ topic and looking at seasonal changes in our YR
‘Jolly Farmers’ topic.
Links to our Community
The Federation will continue to focus on benefiting our local communities, whether it be sharing our environments with the local ‘Parent &
Baby Group’ (TPS) or ‘Pre-School’ (KPS) or looking to make an impact and difference to our villages, that is built in to our curriculum. For
example: a local litter pick which is part of our Y5&Y6 Plastic Pollution topic.
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4. Forest School Code of Conduct
Throughout each session, children become involved with the setting and understanding of the Forest school rules to ensure their safety. At the
beginning of every session a quick revisiting of the rules is reinforced by the children following our Code of Conduct.

I will






agree to:
Always follow the Federation Values
Listen carefully to my Forest School Leaders
Care for nature
Move safely within the Forest School Area
Assess my surroundings before I throw anything and drag
sticks behind me
 Ask an adult before I take/use any tool and follow the tool
rules. Return tools immediately after use.
 Keep everything out of my mouth –‘No lick, no pick, no hit’.

 Always wash my hands after a session

In addition, staff and children will follow the Federation
Positive Behaviour Policy during Forest School sessions
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5. Staffing
The Forest School Leader, Mrs Sansom and Forest School Deputy, Miss McLaughlin, have achieved a Level 3 Forest School qualification. (July
2021)
Additional adults from each class will assist and support during whole class and smaller group sessions where necessary. If adequate staff are
not available to run a session, i.e. due to staff sickness, the session will be postponed until the correct ratios of staff to children are in place.
Forest Schools is carried out with a higher adult to child ratio than in the classroom. Additional adult support will be provided, where
appropriate, for children with SEND. When using tools, a separate activity risk assessment will carried out for each activity. If any hazards
associated with that activity are at risk of causing harm, ratios for each activity will be determined by the type of activity, the competence of
the children and the level of risk involved.

6. Health and Safety
Within the KT Federation, the health and safety of the children, staff and visitors is our primary concern. The following policies are in addition
to the main school policies and do not replace them.
Forest Schools on both sites are held on the school field and are attended by children from the school. This is covered by the School’s liability
Insurance providing that adults and pupils follow the rules and risk assessments of the Forest School.
The Forest School Leader and/or Deputy are responsible for the safe running of the Forest Schools and have a duty of care for the children.
However, all adults are required to take all reasonable steps to ensure children are safe. Before a session commences all staff involved in the
session will be informed of activity plans and risk assessments associated with the activities.
Site Risk Assessment
Risk assessment of each school site have been carried out by the Forest School Leader and Deputy, which will have been approved by the SLT –
Mrs Augustine, Mrs Smith, Mr Cole and Mrs Morgan.
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Daily Site Risk Assessment
A daily site risk assessment (safety sweep) will be carried out before the site is used to ensure that there are no changes to the site which could
cause harm. This should be taken with extra caution following high winds and other bad weather. It should be carried out by the Forest School
Leader or Deputy and will include anything that is needed to make the site safe (e.g. remove any hazards, mark off any unsafe areas). At the
same time will consider specific circumstances which make it appropriate to cancel a Forest School session.
Activity risk assessment – When planning activities for Forest Schools, any hazards associated with that activity, that are at risk of causing
harm, should be considered. These should be recorded on an activity risk assessment with suitable control measures taken to control and
minimise the risk. Due to the nature of Forest Schools the children may come up with a new activity during a session and therefore reasonable
steps will be taken to ensure the activity is safe.

7. Emergency Procedures and First Aid
The Forest School Leader and Deputy hold a certificate in Paediatric First Aid. (September 2021-2024) Teaching and support staff are also first
aid trained.
Although the Forest School area is situated within the school grounds the nature of the activities undertaken means that there is the possibility
of an emergency situation occurring. Therefore, the following steps will be taken:
 A mobile phone will be carried by Forest School staff
 An emergency red tab will also be carried to be sent in to the main school with a child in the event of an emergency
 It will be the responsibility of the Forest School Leader to ensure any necessary medication for children is also carried.
 During sessions when there is fire lighting taking place there will be a fire first aid kit available in addition to the standard first aid kit
plus a fire bucket with water, a fire blanket and a container with clean water for immersing burns.
 An information card detailing the location of the site will be carried so that the information can easily be related to emergency services
if required.
 Following any emergency incident, all relevant incident and accident reports will be completed in line with current legislation and
school policies.
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Emergency Procedure
Prior to any Forest School session participants are briefed what they will be expected to do in the event of an emergency situation. Each school
site is fully fenced and enclosed. The procedure is as follows:
In the event of an emergency on the Forest School site the following steps will be taken.






Immediate safety of other group members
Attend to casualty and make as comfortable as possible
Send child with red emergency tab to the main school building
Administer First Aid
If necessary, contact emergency services

8. Daily Operating Procedures.
Before a session takes place the Forest School Leader will carry out:
 A daily risk assessment (sweep) of the area and will take any necessary action to ensure the site is safe before use
 Resources and tools will be checked by the Forest School staff
 All tools and resources are left in locked storage until required for use at the beginning of a session. Sometimes children are
encouraged to help carry and transport resources safely to the session
 The Forest School Leader will provide activity risk assessments to all staff at the session, to ensure all are aware of any hazards
associated with an activity and the measures in place to control the risk
 Before the session, staff will be made aware of what the focus of the session will be

Evaluation
During and following a session, Forest School staff will evaluate their practise to ensure safety and reflect on ideas for next step
9

Weather conditions
‘There is no such thing as bad weather, only inappropriate clothing!’
Children will be dressed appropriately for weather condition, however, there are some occasions where it may not be safe or practical to go
ahead with a planned session due to extreme weather such as high winds or extreme temperatures. This will be at the discretion of the Forest
School Rangers and SLT.
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9. Small Tools & Equipment Information & Risk Assessments

Bill Hook (many different styles available)
Annotate: Handle, cutting edge.
Check:

Handle is not loose.
PPE – Glove on non-working hand, long trousers
(preferably over trousers/ overalls), steel toe cap boots

Handling: Carry at your side with the cutting edge facing down. Pass
using handle
Purpose:

Used for splitting green wood, stripping poles of side
branches, hedge-laying, coppicing.

Use:

Log to be split is placed on secure surface, billhook is placed on top and hit with a wooden mallet.
For other uses refer to BTCV manual!

Finish:

Clean the blade after use, wrap blade before storing in tool bag.

Maintain:
Periodically wash and clean off sap from blade, keep blade sharp by honing with wet or dry sharpening stone
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Bill Hook Risk Assessment
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Incorrect or improper
use of bill hook.

Children &
Adults

Medium

Resulting in cuts grazing
and / or bruising.

Person using
tool and
those in
close
proximity

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained clear
of obstacles and safe working
distance maintained.
 Ensure all tools are well maintained.
 Tool only used in designated area,
unless approved and supervised by
FS leader.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No glove needed on hand using tool,
helping hand gloved.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 Blade covered when not in use and
stored in tool bag.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual activity
is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals as required.
 Visual check of tools before use.
 Check for behaviour issues and
reinforce Positive Behaviour
Policy

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Bowsaw
Annotate: Handle, blade, blade clip
Check:

Blade is secure and sharp
PPE – Glove on non-working hand. Close fitting glove on
working hand if required. Long trousers (preferably overtrousers / overalls), working boots.

Handling: Carry at your side with blade facing down, pass using the handle
Purpose:

Used for cutting green and dead wood (blades differ for each type) up to a size determined by the
limitations of the handle size

Use:

Use stepped cuts for standing live wood. Secure wood lengths before sawing. Use three backward
cuts (with hand through blade) to start the cut and then use saw on both push and pull action.

Finish:

Clean the cutting edge after use, Clip blade guard on before storing in tool bag

Maintain: When blade gets blunt replace with a new one. Replace damaged or lost blade guards
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Bow Saw Risk Assessment
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Incorrect or improper
use of bow saw

Children &
Adults

Medium

Resulting in cuts and /
or grazing.

Person using
tool and
those in
close
proximity –
children are
likely to be
working in
pairs.

When cutting branches
on tree – risk of falling
branch hitting
someone. Cuts and
bruises.

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained clear
of obstacles and safe working
distance maintained.
 Ensure all tools are well
maintained.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No glove needed on hand using
tool, helping hand gloved.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 Blade guard used when not in use
and stored in tool bag / box.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual activity
is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals as required.
 Visual check of tools before use.
 Check blade tension.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.
When used outside a designated area:
 Ensure other members of group
are aware of location and remind
others in area to stay clear.
If sawing branches from a tree:

Ensure all equipment and
persons are unlikely to be
damaged or hurt when it falls.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Loppers (Bypass or Anvil types)
Annotate: Handles (grips), shaft, hinge, pivot nut, cutting edge
Check:

Grips are not damaged or loose, extension locks (if present),
cutting edge is clean, hinge free to open and close and secure
PPE – Gloves, long trousers (preferably overtrousers / overalls), working boots.

Handling: Carry at your side with hand on shaft, pass shaft first
Purpose:

Used for cutting branches up to 7cm diameter approx.

Use:

Use length of shaft to give maximum leverage, put wood to be cut as close to the hinge as possible,
be aware of your own working space being clear of obstructions / trip hazards etc. Make sure area
to be cut is clear of people. When cutting above head height a hard hat may be necessary.

Finish:

Clean the cutting edge after use, close cutting edge before storing in tool bag.

Maintain:

Periodically wash and clean off sap from blade, keep blade sharp by honing with wet or dry
sharpening stone
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Loppers Risk Assessment
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Incorrect or improper
use of loppers,

Children &
Adults

Medium

Falling branches.

Person using
tool and
those in
close
proximity

Resulting in cuts and
bruising.

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained clear
of obstacles and safe working
distance maintained.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No gloves needed both hands using
tool.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 When not in use stored in tool bag
/ box.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual activity
is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.
When used outside a designated area:
 Ensure other members of group
are aware of location and remind
others in area to stay clear.
If sawing branches from a tree:

Ensure all equipment and
persons are unlikely to be
damaged or hurt when it falls.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Penknife (Sheath, locking or non-locking types)
Annotate: Handle, blade, hinge (folding types), lock
Check:

Blade secure, hinge secure, locking device functions
PPE – Glove on non-working hand, long trousers, (preferably over trousers/ overalls) working
boots.

Handling: Close or sheath the knife when not in use. Pass using handle
Purpose:

Used for cutting, shaping, de-barking and carving

Use:

Sit or stand comfortably and securely. Lock elbows in to body and work the blade moving away from
you. Check you have enough personal space to work safely.

Finish:

Clean the blade after use, close or sheath blade before storing in tool bag.

Maintain:

Periodically wash and clean off sap from blade, keep blade sharp by honing with wet or dry
sharpening stone.
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Penknife Risk Assessment
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Incorrect or
improper use of
knife.
Potential risk of cuts
or wounding.

Children &
Adults

Medium

Person
using tool
and those
in close
proximity

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained
clear of obstacles and safe
working distance maintained.
 Knives will be used for whittling.
 A correct seating position will be
observed – sit forwards, elblows
on knees with the non-working
hand covered in a glove.
 Used only in a designated area
unless approved and supervised
by leader.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No glove needed on hand using
tool, helping hand gloved.
 Tools maintained / sharpened
during extended use.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 Kept in sheath when not in use
and stored in tool bag / box.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual
activity is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals as required.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.

Residual
Risk
Rating
Low

Name:

Potato peeler

Annotate: Handle, cutting edge
Check:

Blade secure
PPE – Glove on non-working hand, working boots.

Handling: Carry at your side using handle, pass handle first
Purpose:

Used for de-barking sticks

Use:

Stand or sit securely, lock elbows in to body and work the blade
moving away from you. Check you have enough personal space
to work safely.

Finish:

Clean the cutting edge after use, store in tool bag or box.

Maintain:

Periodically wash and clean off sap from blade, replace when blunt.
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Peeler Risk Assessment
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Normal Control Measures

Incorrect or
improper use of stick
peeler.

Children &
Adults

Medium /
low

 Peelers will be used for
whittling.
 A correct seating position will be
observed – sit forwards, elblows
on knees with the non-working
hand covered in a glove.
 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained
clear of obstacles and safe
working distance maintained.
 Work only in designated area.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No glove needed on hand using
tool, helping hand gloved.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 When not in use stored in tool
bag / box.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.

Risk of cuts and
grazes.

Person
using tool
and those
in close
proximity
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual
activity is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Tool / Equipment
Hazard / Risk

Mallet
Persons at
Risk?

Incorrect or improper
use of mallet

Children &
Adults

Risk of bruising /
fractures

Person using
tool and
those in
close
proximity.

Initial Risk
Rating

Medium

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed.
 Safe working area maintained clear
of obstacles and safe working
distance maintained.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
those using tools.
 No glove needed on hand using
tool, other hand gloved.
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 When not in use stored in tool bag
/ box.
 Tools counted in and out each
session.
 Adult supervision.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual activity
is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Tool / Equipment
Hazard / Risk

Storm / Kelly Kettle
Persons at
Initial Risk
Risk?
Rating

Incorrect or improper
use of Kelly Kettle

Children &
Adults

Risk of burns from fire
and hot metal sides.

Person using
tool and
those in
close
proximity

Risk of scalding from
water and steam

Medium

Normal Control Measures

 Safety talk given and followed
 General fire precautions adhered to
(see separate risk assessment and
policy / procedure.)
 Ensure it is on a sturdy level non
flammable base (it has a high
centre of gravity).
 Ensure cork is removed from spout
and spout is pointing away from
individuals using the kettle.
 Feed flames through chimney.
 Make sure air hole opposite side to
spout.
 Do not leave unattended.
 Use fire safety gloves when
handling.
 Safe working area maintained clear
of obstacles and safe working
distance maintained.
 ‘No running’ policy in vicinity of
Kettle
 First aid kit kept close to hand.
 When finished maintain adult
supervision whilst kettle cools..
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and
amended before any individual activity
is undertaken.
 Check understanding with
individuals.
 Any child behaving
inappropriately stopped.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Site Risk Assessment:
Hazard / Risk

Falling Deadwood –
minor to serious injury

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Adults and
children

Medium /
Low






Low branches, minor
injury - scratches, stings.

Adults and
children

Low





Roots, stumps and logs,
trips and falls-

Adults and
children

Low





Brambles / nettles minor injury - scratches,
stings

Adults and
children

Low



Normal Control Measures

Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and amended
before any individual activity is
undertaken.

Residual
Risk Rating

Pre-activity visit by forest school
leader and staff/helpers to
identify areas to avoid.
Remove hanging dead wood.
On site assessment.

Cordon off area to and avoid use of that
area until hazard removed.

Low

Check pathways prior to visits.
Remind children of risks and brief
on avoiding low branches.
Identify areas to avoid.

Low

Check pathways prior to visits.
Remind children of risks and brief
on trip hazards.
Remove hazards on main
pathways

Low

Ensure appropriate clothing and
footwear is worn.

Low
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Site Risk Assessment continued:
Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Fungi / berries –
poisoning,

Adults and
children

Low

Stings and Bites – allergic
reaction

Adults and
children

Low

Litter – minor injury

Adults and
children

Animal faeces contamination

Adults and
children

Low

Uneven pathways / floor
surfaces – trips and falls

Adults and
children

Low

Hazard / Risk

Normal Control Measures



Inform all children not to pick or
eat berries, plants or fungi..
 Forest School practitioners able to
recognise common poisonous and
stinging plants.
 Participants taught to recognise
and avoid potentially dangerous
common plants e.g. stinging
nettles.
 Forest School practitioners trained
in Outdoor First Aid
Ensure appropriate clothing and footwear
is worn by attendees at all times.
Check area for bee or wasp nests and
avoid,
First aid available on site,
In the event of anaphylactic shock seek
medical aid (999)
.
Bin bags available on site. Correct places to
put litter and other general waste whilst in
forest school identified.
Children to inform adults if they come
across litter on site.
Check site regularly.
If present adult to remove and discard
safely
Ensure correct footwear and
clothing is worn at all times by all
attendees.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and amended
before any individual activity is
undertaken.
If there are children within the group who
are known to put things in their mouths
supervise closely.

Residual
Risk Rating

If children who are known to have allergic
reactions are on site carry appropriate
medicine or Epi pen.

Low

Low

Low

Low

Weather Risk Assessment:
Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Weather conditions –
various:
too hot -sunburn, heat
exhaustion,
too cold - hyperthermia,
too wet - hypothermia,

Adults and
children

Low

High Winds- potential
damage to trees and
standing structures.
Possible injury from
falling branches, debris in
eyes

Adults and
children

Medium /
Low

Hazard / Risk

Normal Control Measures










Check local weather conditions
and forecast prior to going on site.
 Brief participants and staff on
appropriate clothing, footwear,
dependent upon weather
conditions
 Clothing / footwear check before
going on to site
 Children to use sun cream and sun
hats as per school policy
 Provide temporary shade or rain
cover.
 In the event of severe weather
stop session and move indoors.
Check local weather conditions and
forecast prior to going on site
Stop session if winds become excessive
and loose branches/trees become
dislodged or if they look unstable.
Avoid areas with standing deadwood.
Dismantle temporary shelters which
may become hazard.
Following high winds check for fallen
trees, canopy for hanging timber and
the integrity of any standing
structures.
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Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and amended
before any individual activity is
undertaken.

Residual
Risk Rating

Low

General Welfare Risk Assessment:
Hazard / Risk

Persons at
Risk?

Initial Risk
Rating

Inappropriate footwear
and clothing. Slips, trips
and snagging.
Risk of hypothermia sun
burn etc.

Adults and
children

Low

General health and
welfare

Adults and
children

Medium /
Low

Emotional / behavioural
management.

Children

Medium /
Low

Normal Control Measures

Additional Control Measures
Ensure these are considered and amended
before any individual activity is
undertaken.

 Participants advised before starting
Forest School sessions with regard to
suitable clothing and footwear.
 Before going on site participants
checked.
 On site advice with respect to
particular activities, for example,
fastening open coats when using bow
saw etc.
 Ensure medical needs for each child are
known liaising with class teacher.
 Use individual risk assessment form to
ensure that they are aware of any
allergies/medical considerations.
 Carry any inhalers / medicines as
indicated on individual medical plans.
 Ensure any existing care plans are
followed.
 Use individual risk assessment form.
 Discuss individual needs with class
teacher prior to going on site.
 Inform group as appropriate.
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Residual
Risk Rating

Low

Low

Positive Behaviour Policy

Low

Parental Consent Form for using tools during Forest School sessions

Medical Information
Medical information will be obtained from the information you provided at the start of the school year. However, if there is further information that you
would like to make us aware of that might affect your child’s involvement in Forest Schools or any other allergies (e.g. material, food, medicine, pollen,
dust, etc.) Please write in the box below:

Consent
As a parent/guardian of the child named above, I agree to my child participating in the
Forest School activities taking place.
I understand that over the course of the year, activities may include, walking, craftwork, tool use, flint fire lighting skills, den building, campfire cooking and
other related activities. I give my consent for the equipment and tools necessary for the activity to be used by my child. I understand that a strict code of
practice for working with children will be followed and all activities will be risk assessed.

Name of child
Name of parent/carer
Signed by parent/carer
Date
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